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Abstract

An arbitrary quantum system in a KMS state on a C*- (or W*-) algebra is

coupled to the Bose field in thermal equilibrium. The treated interaction is of the form
m
X) (Bk ® a(fk) + Bl® a*(fic)), where the Bk are elements of the C- (or W*-) algebra
k=i
and the a(/t), <**(/<,) are (smeared) annihilation and creation operators of the bosons.

Perturbation theoretical methods are used in the GNS-representation of the composite

non-interacting system. With some additional conditions for the boson field and if
the C'-algebra is finite dimensional, the perturbed equilibrium state is shown to be

Fock-normal and the associated density operator is calculated by a Dyson expansion
in Fock space.

1 Introduction

The basic idea of a perturbation expansion in the GNS-representation is easily understood
in the finite dimensional case. Let Ti be a finite dimensional Hilbert space and K and P
two selfadjoint operators on Tl. For some ß > 0 (the inverse temperature) let us define by

ly. tr(e-^X) trje-HK+VX)
W(X) :=

tr(e-/>*)
and " {X) := tr(e-^-^))

two Gibbs equilibrium states on C(Ti). Because of the trace property one can express the

perturbed state uv in terms of the state u

u(JKe-^K+p)Xe-i('<+phîK)"{X) a,(e-WW>e**)
" (1)

By an usual Dyson expansion one gets

e-§{K+P)jK
oo

11 + 5fa-lW dh-'-dtne-^PeT^-Wp ...e-(tn-t«-i)KpetnK
Bl J0<h<-<t„<§
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If (Ik, W,„,nw) and (Ti.uip,Hup,üup) denote the associated GNS-representations, because

of equation (1) we may choose il^p such that

IUe-f(A-+p)ei*)fì„
n*.

nw(e-§(*+p>ef*)nJ

In this way one can deduce an expansion of the cyclic vector iïuP of the perturbed state

up. The same result is obtained by renormalizing the operator HU(K).

Of course in the finite dimensional case the series are well defined and uniformly
convergent. In the much more general case of a C- or W-algebra, in which the perturbation

operator P is an arbitrary element of the algebra, one needs the KMS property of the

unperturbed state u and the renormalized unperturbed hamiltonian to get the necessary

estimations (cf. [4, Theorem 5.4.4]).

In the present work are considered unbounded perturbation operators, where the un-
boundedness arises from the annihilation and creation operators of the bosons. More

precisely, a quantum system, given by a KMS state on a C- or W"-algebra A, is coupled

to a boson field system, described by a quasi-free gauge-invariant KMS state on the Weyl

algebra W(E) not including condensation phenomena, and by the interaction

m

p E(s*®*(/*) + Bi®«£(/*)) (2)
k=l

where m is finite, the Bk are elements of A and the a\,(fk), oJ(/jt) are annihilation and

creation operators associated with the GNS-representation of the boson state. The main part
of this paper is devoted to the convergence of the corresponding perturbation expansion

of the cyclic vector.

As far as we know, there exists no rigorous result for this general class of models.

However, the special case of the spin-boson model (A := M2 the 2 X 2-matices, E :— {/ 6

L2(IR) | / ' jj' dk < oo}, m 1 and B\ B^) is discussed in [7] using methods different

from ours.

The results of the present investigation apply to a very wide class of models. Of special

interest are material lattice systems coupled to a radiation field (Bose system) in thermal

equilibrium. The boson spectrum may be choosen to be discrete or continuous. The

testfunctions fk in the interaction operator P (cf. (2)) represent the coupling constants to
the different modes of the radiation field. If the boson spectrum is continuous the fk can

have some kind of singular infrared behaviour (for more details, see Section 2), which may
lead to some interesting phenomena. With the present perturbation theoretical methods a

treatment of the temperature states of the spin-boson model (a two-level atom interacting
with the radiation field) is done in [10]. Further applications we have in mind are the Dicke

model and the Josephson junction weakly coupled to the microwave radiation, where both
the lattice system and the boson field are taken in the infinite volume limit. Observe

that in the thermodynamic limit of the material system the Bk should remain bounded.
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This kind of limit behaviour of the Bk is then a kind of weak coupling. In an extensive

coupling the perturbation expansion would not converge and would leave the equilibrium

representation of the free system.

In Section 2 the considered class of boson fields is introduced, which in Section 3

are coupled to the KMS quantum systems. In [8] a restricted class of models has been

discussed. There, an equilibrium state of the interacting system has been defined by

a density operator in Fock space, for which the trace-class property was derived by a

Dyson expansion also with the perturbation term P but in the Fock representation. The

connection of this Fock-normal temperature state and the one of Section 3 in the GNS-

representation is given in Section 4. In Section 5 all the proofs are done, which generalizes

arguments in the proof of [4, Theorem 5.4.4] and some of [2].

2 The Bose System

Let us consider the Weyl algebra W(E) over the complex pre-Hilbert space E, generated

by Weyl operators W(f), f £ E [4, p. 20]. Let S > 0 be a selfadjoint operator on the

completion E of E, not having zero as its eigenvalue and satisfying for some ß > 0 (the
inverse temperature)

eitS(E) Ç E Weïït and EC 2?(r|) (3)

where Tß := e-^5 (11 - e~'3S)_1. We define the boson equilibrium state Wj, on W(E) by

1 „ „„. 1

uh(W(f)) exp. 4,W11 2 T§f V/ £ E (4)

Ub is gauge-invariant and quasi-free. The field, annihilation and creation operators
corresponding to the GNS-representation (Eb,Tib,ilb) of ub are denoted by $&(/), a&(/) and

a%(f), respectively, where f £ E (see e.g. [4, p. 25]).

For each t £ IR there is a "-automorphism r\ on W(E) (Bogoliubov transformation),
such that r$(W(f)) W(eitSf) V/ 6 E. Of course rs6 o rt6 rbs+t and ub o t? ub for
all s,t £ IR. Consequently, by the uniqueness of the GNS-representation up to unitary
equivalence [3, Corollary 2.3.17] there exist unitary operators Ut £ C(Tib), such that

n(,(rf(Y)) UtTli,(Y)U* and UtQb ftfc- One easily deduces that (Ut)tej^ is a strongly-
continuous unitary group whose infinitesimal generator we denote by Gb, that is Ut e'tGb.

Clearly Gb is renormalized: Gj ft;, 0.

In the GNS-representation of u>b we set Mb := (Hb(W(E))" (" denotes the bicommu-

tant) for the associated von Neumann algebra and extend ub and rf to Mb by setting

ub(Y) := (ft&, Yft(,) and r£(Y) := UtYU; for each Y £ Mb- The extended u;6 is a (rb,ß)-
KMS state on Mb- In Section 3 our interest only concerns ub considered as a state on Mb-

Now let us take a look on the testfunctions fk, k 6 {l,...,m}, appearing in the

interaction operator P (cf. the equations (2) and (6)). By (3) and [12, Theorem 4], E is
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i
a core of Ti and hence Wf, (regarded as a state on W(E)) can be canonically extended

i i
to a state on >V(Z>(Tj)) fulfilling (4) for each / 6 V(T$) and having the same GNS-

representation (cf. [9]). Hence the operators $»(/), ab(f) and aj(/) are also well defined for
i

each / £ V(T§ and in the perturbation operator P we can take the coupling testfunctions

fk as elements from V(Ti). Indeed, as is seen from the estimations in Section 5, fk £
i

V(Tß) is the largest possible choice for the coupling modes fk. This choice allows some

kind of singular infrared behaviour of the coupling constants fk, which will be explained

in the physically relevant example of a radiation field. There one has S := V—A with

the Laplacian A in the whole euclidean space lRn. Since î>(Ti) V(S 2) for ß > 0,

in momentum space the condition fk £ V(Tl) is equivalent to / '—rfa- dp < 00 (g

denotes the Fourier transform of g £ L2(ïït")), which characterizes the admissible infrared

behaviour of the coupling contants fk(p). But this condition includes e.g. the infrared

divergence / ' -, |2

'
dp 00, which may give rise to some infrared collective phenomena,

an example of which is given in [1], where the chirality of molecules« is discussed.

3 The Interacting System in Thermal Equilibrium

Let ß > 0 be the inverse temperature and ua a (r°,/?)-KMS state of the C- or W-
dynamical system (,4,ra). ua is assumed to be normal in the W*-case. Denote by the

same symbols the extensions of ua and r" to the weak closure Ma := (ïïa(.4))" in the

GNS-representation (no,W0,no) of w„. Then ua(X) (üa,Xüa) is a (ra,ß)-KUS state

on Ma (see [3, Theorem 2.4.24] and [4, Corollary 5.3.4]). Since ua is ra-invariant, by the

same arguments as in Section 2 there exists a selfadjoint operator Aa in Tta such that

Aana 0 and r?(X) eitA°Xe_,'a" Vt £ Et VX € Ma -

Now we couple this general KMS system to the boson field of Section 2. The free

hamiltonian of the composite system is given in the tensor product Hilbert space Ha®Tib by

K Aa®l + 11® C (5)

and the interaction operator is of the form

m

P E {Bk ® «»(/*) + Bt ® «»(/»)) (6)
fc=l

where Bx,...,Bm £ Ma and /i,...,/m £ V(T$) and m £ IN.

The temperature state u of the total non-interacting system is given with ft := fta ® ftj,

by

u(z) ua®ub(Z) {na®nb,zna®nb) (ü,zü) vzeAt„®At6.
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For calculating the perturbed equilibrium state up we have to perform a perturbation
expansion of ft with the operator in (6). Despite the unboundedness of P this expansion

is convergent, which is the main result of this work.

Theorem 3.1 In the above situation, the interacting hamiltonian H := K + P is essentially

selfadjoint. Further, ft £ V(e~?H) and the perturbation expansion

ft» := e-f"ft e-f"etA'ft
ft + V (-If / dtx---dtn e~tlKPe-^-WP • ¦ ¦ e-(*n-tn-i)KpQ

~y J0<h<-<tn<§

is converging with respect to the norm ofTia ®Tib-

Proof: Using the explicite GNS-representation of wj as stated in the beginning of Section

5, the assertion follows from Theorem 5.2(i) and Theorem 5.4. O

wP(Z) := ÏÏ^ÏÏ2 (nP'Z nP) VZ£Ma®Mb. (7)

Now we define the temperature state uip of the interacting system by

J_
ll"pll*

Of course up also can be regarded as a state on the C-algebra A ®xam W(E), the injective
C*-tensor product. We mention that Ma®Mb is the weak closure of the representation
no ® Hb(A ®min W(E)). In a subsequent work the KMS property of u>p will be derived.

4 The Finite Dimensional Case

In this section we consider some special cases of the KMS system and the boson field.

As the (ra,ß)-KMS system of Section 3 we consider a finite quantum system given on
the finite dimensional Hilbert space H with the selfadjoint operator A £ C(Ti) by

rf(X) eiMie-'A", ua(X)
tr(*exp{-/3i}) \/X e C(Ti) =: A
tr(exp{-/3^})

The operator Aa of Section 3 then is given by the renormalization of na(j4) using the

modular conjugation Ja of (.A4a,fta): Aa Tla(A) - JaT[a(A)Ja (see [3, Section 2.5]). One

has na(rf (X)) eitA*Ila(X)e-itA°, t£M,X£ C(H). Of course Ma Ua(C(H)).

Our boson system we restrict to the one in the recent publication [8]: The one-boson

hamiltonian S is a strictly positive and selfadjoint operator in the one-particle Hilbert

space E := IC, such that e_'3S is trace-class. If G :— dT(S) denotes its second quantization
in the Fock space Jr+(tC), it follows that e~ßa is trace-class on T+(Kfi) and the boson

equilibrium state wj of formula (4) is given in the Fock representation Up of W(Kfi) by

rY\ - tonfar) exp{-/?G» w wm"b{Y) - tr(exp{-/3G})
™ £W(K)
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It is well known that in this case the Fock representation iljr and the GNS-representation

n& of yV(K-) are quasi-equivalent. That is, there exists a unique VF'-isomorphism

a from (Uyr(W(IC)))" C(F+(K)) onto Mb such that a(Jlr(Y)) Tlb(Y) VY £ W()C).

Since n^(T(6(Y)) ettGïïjr(Y) e~'ta, in some kind Gb is the renormalized representation

of G under a.

With the isomorphism a the von Neumann algebras £(W)®£(.F+(£)) C(H® T+(K))
and Ma®Mb are »-isomorphic via the W-isomorphism 7 na®a.

In [8] the equilibrium state up of the interacting system is directly calculated in the

Hilbert space Ti ® J-+(Kfi): Let be

K Ä® 1 + 11®G
m

P £(5fc®a(/fc) + Bk*®a*(fk))
k=l

where B\,..., Bm £ C(H), /1,..., /m £ 2>(e") and the a(/jt), a*(fk) are the usual Fock

annihilation and creation operators. Then ô)p is defined by

u(z expt-ß(K + P)\)
up(Z) -A. rl 1 - ,\J; VZe£(H®^+(X:)).

tr(exp{-/3(A' + P)})

If Bk := na(5i) one may regard P of equation (6) as the representation of P under 7
and K of equation (5) as the renormalized representation of K (renormalized in the sense

that K£t 0). Thus one expects the agreement of u>p and up (cf. formula (7)) via 7. That
this is indeed the case is the contents of the following theorem, whose proof is given at the

end of Section 5.

Theorem 4.1 Let all be as introduced above in this section. Then it follows

5 Perturbation Expansions

In this section in the GNS-representation of ua ® ub we calculate the perturbation of the

cyclic vector and afterwards we prove Theorem 4.1. But first we establish some notations.
00

The Fock space over the Hilbert space K, is given by T+(t£) 0 IP+(®„£) with the
71=0

symmetrisation operator F+ and the n-fold tensor product ®nK, of K with itself. For the

algebraic tensor product we write 0. The Fock field, annihilation and creation operators
are denoted by $(/), a(f) a~(f) and a*(f) a+(f) (f £ Kfi) respectively, and by Cljr

the Fock vacuum. Moreover a°(f) := 11. Also we use Segal's notation dT(Ä) for the second

quantization of the selfadjoint operator R in IC.
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For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need the explicite GNS-representation of uib. It is

given with an arbitrary antilinear involution J, satisfying (Jf, Jg) (g, f) V/, g £ E by

nb T+(E)®T+(V), where V JT*(E),
ilb — ft;F ® Qjr,

n»(W(/)) Wr((K + Tß)if) ® WriJT'f) V/ £ E or £ 2>(t|),

where the Wjr(f) are the usual Fock-Weyl operators. Especially we choose J such that
Je"5 e~iiSJ Vt £ IR. Then G6 G®11-11®G with G dr(S) (remark, ^+(V) is

a reducing subspaces for G). For the field, annihilation and creation operators associated
iwith ub one gets for each / £ T>(Ti

$;,(/) $((11 + Tß)hf) ® t + 11 ®$(JT$f)

ab(f) a((l + Tß)if)®t+t®a*(JTlf)

¦»(/) a*((ll + r0)ï/)®]l+ll®a(jr|/).

Lemma 5.1 Let Ti and K, be two Hilbert spaces. Let D := f\ T>(É® aN ® aN) Ç

Ti ® F+(IC) ® F+(Kfi), where N is the number operator in Fock space. For C £ C(Ti), the

multiindex v (v\,... ,vn) with i/j £ {-,+} and f (fi,- ¦ ¦ ,fn), g (ffi> ¦ • • ,9n) with

fji9j £ £ define the operator

Qu '¦= C®f[{a^(fk)®Û+ll®a-^(gk))
k=\

It follows that <5y'" is welldefined on D with QC,'g(D) Ç D and for all a,ß > 1 and all
tp £ D we have the estimations

M®aN®ßN)Qcf*tp\\ < ||C||(2l7«)Bv^! U® (V2a)N ® (V2ß)N) i>

where 7 := max{||/i||,..., ||/„||, ||si||,..., ||fl„||} and 6 := max{a,ß}.

Moreover, if s - lim Cm C in C(Ti) and lim ||/r - /ill 0 and lim \\gT - gk\\ 0
m—»oo v ' m—.00 " " " m—.oo " " "

for all k, then

Jim f (ll® aN ® ßN) (Q^tP - Q°£) tp\ Q MtP£D. (8)

Proof: Let 52, & ® Vi be a finite sum, such that £,- £ V(Nî) and 77; £ T+(Kfi) with 77; _L r)j
for i ^ j. Using the estimation (see e.g. [4, p. 9])

!«*(/) *fl < 11/11 B(* + 11)M WeV(NÌ) (9)
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(a*(/)«l)2>®!»

we obtain
0

Ell^COfcfllrf

< n/fEi^+^Nrw2
i

||/||a|((JV +ii)* »11)^6®«
11 t

Consequently

|(o*(/)«a)^| < ll/ll |((jv +ii)* ®n)v| w e 2>(tf*) ©*¦+(*:), (io)

and in an analogous way one deduces

||(11® «=¦=(/)) tp\\ < 11/11J (2 ®(N + 11)1) tp\\ VtP£T+(K)QV(NÌ). (11)

By multiplying out we get for the multiindex v (v\,... ,un) exactly 2n multiindices

(p,\)(v) (pi,...,pn,Xi,...,Xn) with Xk Oif /x* 6 {-,+} and/i;t 0 if A* 6 {-,+},
such that

f[(a^(fk)®t + t®a-^(gk)) E f[ (o»(/») ® aA*(Sfc)) (12)

Consider now a fixed but arbitrary multiindex (/i, A)(p). If #M denotes the cardinality of
the set M, let us define / := l(»,\) := #{Mit I M* ë {—>+}> fc € {1,.. ¦,«}}• Then n-l

m
#{A* I A* e {-,+}, k£{l,...,n}}. Let Jm(/C):= 0 ff+(®„/C). If £ e Fm(IC)® Fm(IC)

n=0
m

for some m e IN, then £ £ fo with &j 6 F+(®,£) 0 P+(®j£) and for i ^ i' or

j ^ / we have the orthogonality of the vectors (aN ® ßN\ fl («"*(/*) ® «A*(fffc)) fij
and (r/®^) Ô (<*"*(/*) ® «A*(P*)) 6'J'- Therefore

E
i,j=0

(aN ®ßN)(f[ a»*(fk) ® jj aXk(9k)J 6rj
4=1 4=1

< V a2('+0jg2(i+n-0
•,j=0 fc=l

n «"*(/*) ® n u ® n aA*(5*) e«

(10)

,-J=0 W{-,+} / IIV *=1

(H)<' £ a2«*Vtf+-0(i +,)...(,•+!) II IIA
1,7=0 Mk€{-,+}
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x ij+n-i).-0+1)1 n Ibll2) libili
\A*6{-,+}

2 {siaf^ßf^iKn-iy.l n haii'H n imi2) x
W{-,+} / \A*e{-,+} I

x E(^a)2,'(V2^)2i||^||2
i,}=0

(V2a)il(j2ß)2{n-l) Hin-l)\( J[ \\fk\A I J[
W{-,+} / \Ak6{-,4

U/2a)N ® (V2ß)N\ (13)

where we have used the inequalities (10) and (11) and in (*) the simple estimation

(n+k)---(n+l) i^ff-k\ (n+*)fc! < 2n+kk\. Now let V E <Pr ® Zr such that

<pT £ Ti with 4>r J. <pri for r ^ r' and £. e Fm(/C) 0 Fm(AC). We get

(H ® aN ® /?") G ® n («Mk(//0 ® «*'(</*)) 4
I V i=i / II

(C ® 11 ® 11) (n ® aN ® ßN) 1 ® n a"*(/fc) ® Ô ax*(gk) \ tp

k=i

< \\c\\2Ew>

(13)

(aN ®ßN)(U 0»(A) ® û «**(**) ^r
\*=1 A=l /

<3) ||G||2(v^a)2'(v^/3)2(""°/!(n-0!f J[ \\fk\A U \\9k\A X

W{-,+} / \A*e{-,+} /
x U®(y2a)N ®(V2ß)N}tP

Now use (12). Because 11 ® (\/2a) ® (V2ß) is closed and (J H0 Fm(/C) © Fm(K)
m€lN

is a core for 11 ® W2a\ ® (\/2ß) the operator Q,'" is welldefined on D with

[l®aN®ßN)Q°*ip\\ < \\C\\(V2S)n (l®(V2a)N ®(V2ß)N)tP x

x £ J»(»"O! II HAIlY II lbll)(14)
U>)H V*e{-.+} /V*e{->+} /

for all V € D and all a,/3 > 1. This implies Q^g(D) Ç D. Running through all the 2"

multiindices (p,\)(v) the same number / Ium appears exactly (") times. Thus, using

Ê (1)y/l\(n-l)l \/n! Ê * < v7«! E 2n\/n! the stated estimation follows.
(=0 1=0 1=0

Let's prove (8). If <p £ Ti and f £ Fm(K.) 0 Fm(/C), then

J (ll ® aN ® /3W) (G^;m - Q^") * ® t| <
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+ wen E
k=\
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(aN ® ßN) n (a-*(fn ® 11 + 11 ® o-"*(fl?)) £ +
k=l

(aN ® ßN) (a"'(/i) ® A + 11 ® a-"i(gi)) ¦ ¦ ¦

¦ ¦ ¦ (a"*(/*m - fk) ® 11 + 11 ® a-"*(5r - <?*)) • • •

• ••(a"»(/nm)®ll + ll®a-''»(C))^

which converges to zero because of (13). Thus (8) is valid for all tp £ H 0 Fm(Kfi) 0 Fm(Kfi)

and all m 6 IN. Now use the fact that \J Ti 0 Fm(K.) 0 -Fm(£) is a core for the operator
m6IN

ll®(\/2a) ® W2ß\ equation (14) and an |-argument. O

Theorem 5.2 Let Ti and K, be Hilbert spaces and R a selfadjoint operator in IC and

dr(Ä) =: G the second quantization of R in F+(IC). Let A be a selfadjoint operator in Ti,

Bi,...,Bm £ C(Ti) and fi,...,fm,gi,...,gm £ K. Furthermore let

A® 11® 11+ É®(G® 11- 11® G) and

P E f5*® (a(fk)®H+ll®a*(gk)) + B*k ® (a*(fk) ® 11+ i® a(gk)) j

be operators in Ti ® fiF+(IC) ® ?+(£). Moreover let D := f) V(ll® aN ® aN). It follows:
o>l

(i) The operator H := K + P is essentially selfadjoint. Df)V(K) is a core for H.

(ii) Define Ut := eitK and for t £ M and t£ Mn

F((n)(f) := Ut-tlPUt1-t2PUt,-t3P---Ut„_1-tnPUtn.

Then D Ç V(F$n)(t)) and Mn 3 f i-> F^n)(t)tp is continuous for each tp £ D. If
Uln)tp := i" //i=0 dh /£=0 dt2 //;- dtn FtM(t)tP, then

OO

Uttp + E vtn)^> Vip£D Vt£lR,eitHtP

(»)/where the series converges in norm. Moreover U\ (D) Ç D and e' (D) Ç D.

(iii) For each (,,-q £ IC we have (ll®Wjr(Ç) ®Wjr(rj))(D) C D. Defining rt(X) :=
eitKXe-,tK and rP(X) ._ eitHXe-itH forX P orX £ C(H ® T+(K.) ® T+(K))
one has for each tp £ D and each C £ C(Ti)

rJt(C®Wr(C)®Wjr(n))tP

Tt(C®Wjr(£)®Wjr(ri))tP +

+ E'7 *i"7 dtn[rt„iP),[...[TtliP),niC®WriO®Wriri))}...]]tp.
n=1 Jt,=o Jt„=o
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Moreover it is for tp £ D

\\[nn(P), [- - - [rtl (P), rt(C ® Writ) ® WrivTA ¦ ¦ -ÌÌ tf| <

< (2l m67)" vV ||G|| g(f ,i/) | (i/® (2§)N ® (21)") *||

öftere 6 := max{||Bi||,..., ||B,||}, 7 tnax{||/i||,..., ||/i||, ||ffi||,..., ||<?i||} and

9iÇ,v)--= Eo^î (2^maxilla,ll^ll})*.

Proof: For a better survey we first prove the Theorem for m 1 and later on we consider

the general case. Thus let P B ® (a(f) ® 11 + 11 ® a*(g)) + B* ® (a*(f) ® 1 + 11 ® a(g)).
We set B+ := B* and B~ := B.

(i) and (ii). Using the well known relation e'tGa±(f)e~'tG a±(e'tRf) and setting

Bf :— e~'tAB±e'tA we get by multiplying out 2n multiindices v (vx,...,vn) with

vk £ {—,+} such that

F\n\t) ^E (ft B%) ® (ft («""(e-''*R/) ® 2 + 11 ® a-"*(e^Rg))) (15)
v \k=\ 1 \fc=i /

From Lemma 5.1 and (l®aN ® ßN\ Ut Utfa.®aN ® ßN) follows the continuity of

]Rn 3 ti-* (ll ® aw ® /J") Ft{n)(t)tp and the estimation

l®aN®ßN)Ft(n)(t)tp\\ < (2ï||5||7#)V^! (l® (V2a)N ® (J2ß)N\iP ,(16)

Thus Uf is well defined on D and because of J{l=0dh f£=0dt2 ..$"_$dtn ÏÏT one

obtains the estimation

19* 9f*)üPi\ < &^^\\(l®(y2a)N®(V2ß)N)
vn!

r(»)

,(17)

from which [7t (-D) Ç Z) follows. Since E ~7"7 < °° f°r K > 0 for tp £ D the expression

Vttp := t/^ + Y. Uf 'tp is well defined and by similar arguments as above we conclude
n=l

Vt(D) Ç D. Now calculating with convergent power series, one easily shows that U\ 3

î/if and E UÌn~k)u\h) Uil\ Va,* £ IR. Consequently (Vs<p,Vtj>) (</>, Vt-W> V<?,^ e
i=0

X). Since Vb Ç 11 each V; extends to an unitary. Using (17) with a ß 1 and an

|-argument it is immediate to check that (Vt)(gm is a strongly continuous unitary group.
Now similar to [5, p. 69] one obtains from (17) that | \(Vttp - tp) - }(Utip - tp) - iPipl -* 0

for t —> 0 for each tp £ D. If Vt =: e,i/f, then the above calculation implies Hip
00 m

(K + P)tP^£V(K)C[DaxidV(H)C[D=V(K)f)D. Since M := (J © F+(©fcD(Ä))
m=l fc=0

is a core for G, X>(A) 0l0Mcflisa core for K. Because of Vt(V(H)Ç)D) Ç

V(H)C\DVt £ IR (i) follows from [11, Theorem VIII. 10].
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(iii) Because of (*(£) ® 11 + 11 ® $(7?))* 2? E U («"'(f) ® 1 + B ® «^"'(t?)) j we

get with Lemma 5.1 for each tp £ D

(ll ® aN ® ßN) (ll ® ($(£) ® 11 + 11 ® *(??)))* J <

< (237 <5)fcv//fc! | (il ® (v^a)^ ® (^/3)N) V||

where 7 := max{||f|| ,||n||}. Therefore we have (11® Wjr(Ç) ® Wjr(r)))(D) Ç D. Further

for all si,... ,a/,*,*x,...,*n £ JR.; l,n £ IN and tp £ D we get

J (ll ® cfa ® ßN) rsl(P) ¦ ¦¦rsl(P)rt(C ® W?ü) ® Wjr(r,))rtl(P) • ¦ ¦ n„(P)^| <

'I' (2§ ||^||-y *)' VIT (ll® {y/2a)N ®(s/2ß)N\ X

x {(eitACe-itA) ® Wr(e<tR0 ® WT(e-'tRVj) rtl(P) ¦ --rtn(P)iP

(2I ||B|| 7 S)' Vî\ [(eitACe-itA) ® 11 ® ll) (ll ® (^2 a)" ® (^2/?)"i X

x (ll ® ^(ei<fi0 ® Wr(e-iiRr,)) rtl(P) • • •nn(P)V

°° (2^S)k
< ||C||(2l||B||7«) Vn.i^2{-^ff-\\\(l®(2a)N®(2ß)N)rtl(P)---Ttn(P)tp\\

(16)
<

/ OO

||G||(2l||B||7A)>/ÏÏ E
k=o

(2jrsy
y/k\

25 ||fi|| 7 s)nViï. |(ll ® (2f a)N ® (2iß)N)tp\\

< ||G|| (2Ì ||5|| 76)n+ y/(n + l)\ q(t,V) |(ll®(2lû)JV®(2f/î)w)^||
If we calculate the commutators in [rtn(P), [¦ ¦ ¦ [r(l(P), rt(C ® Wjr(0 ® Wfa7?))]...]] we

get 2" summands of the form rsi (P)--- TSj(P)rt(C ® WF(Ç) ® Wjr(r)))r,j+1 (P) ¦ ¦ ¦ rSn(P),
where {*i,...,*„} {ai,...,a„} and the stated estimation follows. Calculating with

convergent power series one easily checks that
00 n

Tf{C8WrW®Wr(ti))i> E E utn'h) (c ® W>(f) ® W>fo)) UÌkU
n=0k=0

By induction one can show, that for all t £ IR one gets

E UÌn~k) {C ® W(f) ® W{jg)) u(-U
k=o

in f* dh f' dt2---ftn~1dtn[Ttn(P),[...[Ttl(P),Tt(C®W(f)®W(g))]...]]tp.
Jt,=o Jt2=o Jt„=o

Now let us turn to the generalization for m > 1. By multiplying out we get in (15)

a sum with (2m)n summands with the form as in Lemma 5.1 and the statements follow, ü

For a > 0 and n £ IN we define

flW := {z (z1,...,zn)£<£n\0<%(zi)<Z(z2)<...<$i(zn)<a}
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The closure of Da is denoted by Dà '.

Lemma 5.3 Let IC be a Hilbert space, R > 0 a selfadjoint operator in IC, dr(P) := G its
second quantization. It follows for each ß > 0 :

(i) For all f (/i,...,/„) and p (pi,...,pn) with fj £ K. and pj £ {-,0, + } the

maps

F^:D1[)—F+(IC),z (z1,...,zn)^
2

e^a^/i) ë^-^Ga^(f2) e*23'^0 a»3 (f3) • ¦ • e'^"-z"-1)Ga^(/n) e~iz"G üyr

are holomorphic on D« and strongly continuous on D^r
2 2

(ii) For all g (gi,...,gn) and A (Ai,...,An) with gj £ V(e2R) and Xj £ {-,0,+}
the maps

Gx : D{p —» F+(IC), z (zi,...,zn) —
2

e-iZlGaXl(gl)e-i^2-z^Ga^(g2) ¦¦¦ e-^z"-z"-^Gax"(gn)eiz"G üjr

are holomorphic on D^' and strongly continuous on Dj?
2 2

If #M denotes the cardinality of the set M for all z £ 2?
g we have the following estimations

IWl < Vili J] HAH) where l:=#{ßk\ßk£{-,+},k l,...,n},

\\GXgm\ < v^! û eTM wher*m:=#{Xk\Xk£{-,+},k l,...,n}.

Proof- For a e fit let be Ua := {z £ C | %(z) > a}.

(i) It is ||e"G|| 1 Vz £ ÏÏO and e'*G leaves F+(®„A;) invariant. Moreover £eizG4>

iGe" <p Vz £ Uo'icp £ F+(IC). Thus, using (9) one easily checks the assumptions of [6,

Lemma 3.6] and Fj is partial differentiable. Now use Hartogs' theorem (see e.g. [13,

p.65]). The strong continuity of z £ Dy i—> Ff(z) follows immediately from that of

z £ ÜÖ >->• eizG and (9).

(ii) For / e V(eîR) and z £ C with Q(z) e [0, f] one has e-izGa*(f)eizG a*(e~izRf)
and e-izGa(f)eizG a(e-tTH/). Consequently

Gx(z) ax>(e-izì,Rgi)ax>(e-izì2Rg2) ¦¦¦ ax"(e-izX""Rgn)nT, (18)

where for z £ C is defined z" := z if v —, z" := 0 if v 0 and z" :— z if v +. But
the vector aXk+1(e-iz&lRgk+1) ¦ ¦ ¦ ax"(e-'z""Rgn) ftjr has the form F+(fi ® • • • ® 6) for
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some I < n — k + 1 and fp £ IC. We get

ax>(e-"ì"Rgk) aA*+' (e-**VV+i) • • ¦ aA"(e_*'4°V) ß*
i ' _— ^ (e-"'\,(i) P+fó ® • • • ® (w ® 6+1 ® • • • ® (i) if A* -

v « i=i
F+(6 ® ¦ • • ® 6) if Ak 0

vT+T F+((e-"*V) ® fi ® • • • ® ii) if A* +

Since ^eiwRf iReiwRf Vw £ U_&Vf £ 2>(effi) the fcth partial derivative £^Gx(z)

exists and by Hartogs' theorem GA is holomorphic on Dy. The strong continuity of Gx
2

on D/? follows from (18) with (9). The stated estimations are immediate by use of (9).
D

Theorem 5.4 Let Ti and K. be Hilbert spaces. Let R > 0 be a selfadjoint operator in
IC and G := dr(P) its second quantization in T+(IC). Further let (Ma,ra) be a W*-
dynamical system acting on Ti such that rf (X) := e'tAX e~'tA with the selfadjoint operator
A in Ti, and ft„ £ Ti a normalized cyclic vector with Aft„ 0, such that the associated

vector state ua(X) := (ft„,Xfta) is a (ra,ß)-KMS state on Ma for some ß > 0. For

Bi,...,Bm£Ma and h,...,fm£lC and g\,...,gm£ V(e*R) let

K := A® H® É + Ê®(G®11 - Ê®G) and

P := E [Bk ® (°(A) ® H+ll® a*(gk)) + B*k ® (a*(A) ® 11+ 11® a(gkj) j
be operators in Ti ® .?>(£) ® Jr+(IC). Moreover for z (zx,..., zn) £ €n let

¦p /£\ ._ e>ziKp ei(z2-zi)Kp çi(z3-Z2)Kp ___ ei(z„-z„_i)A' p e-iznK

The following statements are valid:

(i) ft := ft„ ® Si? ® üjr e V(Vn(z)) for all z £ D^ and all n £ IN. Moreover the

___ 2

function z £ D* >-*¦ Vn(z) ft is holomorphic on D» and strongly continuous and
2 2

bounded on Dy with
2

supjp>„(£)ft|| \z£~Lrf} < (2m6(7 +7'))" V^!,

u)Aere6:=max{||5i||,...,||5„||}, 7 := max{||/i||,... ,||/„||} and

7':=max{||e!Äffl||,...,||efVl|}.

(ii) ft £ V(e~2"), where H := K + P. The vector ftp := e~2^fi is given by the strongly

convergent perturbation expansion
00

ftp n + V(-i)»/ dtl---dtnvn(ih,...,itn)ü.
n=1 .Ak<i <•¦•<*„<§
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Proof: For a better survey we prove this theorem in the case m 1. The generalization
for m > 1 is similar to Theorem 5.2. Thus let P B ® (a(f) ® 11 + 11 ® a'(g)) + B* ®

(a*(f) ® 11 + 11 ® a(g)). Again we set B+ := B" and B~ := B.

(i) For v (vu...,vn) with vk £ {-,+} it is ftG £ v((fl e''2*-2*-^^*) e~iz«A

for each z £ zAn) (see by [2, §3]). Define P£(z) := f[ ^("-"-'MB1») e~iz"A ftG with
2 \k=l

zq := 0. By multiplying out we first get 2n multiindices v and then for each v we get 2"

multiindices (/^, A)(i/) (compare the proof of Lemma 5.1) such that with the notation of

Lemma 5.3

Vn(z)Ù E E HuB(z)®F»(z)®Gxa(Z)
" (m,a)H

(19)

Let / := /(^ ,x) as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Running for fixed v through all the 2"

multiindices (p,Xfi)(v) the same number / ltß,\) appears exactly (") times and by [2, §3]

(compare also [4, Theorem 5.4.4]) and Lemma 5.3 one gets

E Hè(z)®Ff(z)®Gx(z) < wmm E WWHGiw\

< \\B\\n E vT! Il/Il' ^(n - /)! |efRgf
(nA)(v)

iwEhj^-O! I II /3n lln—'
ii Ie14

< l|5||n(ll/ll + ||e^||)"V^
where at the last inequality sign we have used l\(n — l)\ < n!. Because in (19) the sum J2

V
has 2n summands, we finally get

||\\n .—
+ lle? 9 JJ vn\Ar.. VzeD (n)

â\\Vn(z)Û\\ < (2\\B\\

Now (i) follows from [2, §3], Lemma 5.3 and Weierstraß' theorem [13, p.18].

(ii) Let D := {z £ C | 3?(z) e]0,1[} and En := {fe IRn | 0 < h <•••<*„< §}. We have

izt£ D(£n) Vz 6 D Vfe En and izt £ D^ Vz £ D Vf e I^. From (i) it follows, that the
2 2

function f £ jBn r-+ 7>n(iz*)ft is strongly continuous for each z £ D with sup ??„(!>*) ft <
zçD » "

cn\fn\ for some c > 0. By (i) the function

D 9 z ft"(z) ft
oo

+ E (-*)"/_P»(«0n
1 ''.En

(ft

is well defined, it is holomorphic on D and strongly continuous on D. Now using e'iKft ft
and a suitable substitution and from Theorem 5.2 follows

e-'s2Hn ftP(is) GIR. (20)
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oo
Let tp e (J Tl(E(] — n,n])) =: Af, where E(.) is the spectral measure of H and TZ(Q)

n=l
denotes the range of the operator Q. Then tp is an entire analytic vector for H. Therefore

the function fv : D —* €,z t-> (e z* <p, ft) - (<p,Qp(z)) is holomorphic on D and continuous

on D. By (20) we have fv(z) 0 for all z £ <C with K(z) 0. From the Edge of
the Wedge Theorem and the continuity of fv we conclude fv 0 on D. Consequently

(e~* 2 H<p, ft) (y>, ftP(z)} Vz € D. Because M is a core for each ewH, w £ C, we have

(e-^f^ft) (<p,üp(z)) for all y £ V(e~J2H). Therefore one obtains ft e V(e~z2H)
and ftP(z) e~z2Hü for each ?£ß, especially ft? := ftp(l) e~^Hü. D

Proof of Theorem 4.1: For a better survey the proof is given for m 1. The

generalization for m > 1 is immediate. Thus let P B®a(f)+B*®a*(f) with / £ V(e2S)

and set B~ := B and P+ := B*. From [8, Theorem 4.2] follows e~f <*'+p> E ^(n) with

t/(°) e-f^ e-f^®e-fGand

-#Gt/(") (_!)" / n)<rfW( ffe-'^P^e'^je-f2® (ft a"'(e"''t'kS/)) e

where the sum E runs over 2n multiindizes v (ux,...,un) with vk £ {-,+}. Using
V

na(eizAXe~izA) eizA-Jla(X)e~izA- Vz £ C VX e £(«), the relation ax(e~XTSf)

e~TGl>ax(f)eTGb Vr £ F and A £ {-,+}, [8, Corollary 3.3] and a suitable substitution,
one easily deduces

tr(ï/(m> (G ® IbKW)) !/<"))

tr(e-^) /(-ìrJ^crsV^isìSì, Ila®Ilb(C®W)(-irJ^n)dntVn(ir)ü\,
2 7

for all C £ C(Ti), W £ W(IC), E{™] from [8, Theorem 4.2] and Vm from Theorem 5.4.
2

Consequently by these theorems

tr(e-ß(K+pi (C ®Uyr(W))) tr(e-"/T') (ftp,n„ ® Ub(C ® W) ftp)

Especially for C 11 and W 11 one gets tr(e-^+?>) tr(e~^) ||ft"||2. Now extend

to all of C(Ti ® T+(Kfi)) and the theorem is proved.
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